Eutelsat Broadband brings satellite Internet Tooway Open to Slovakia market
for an attractive price
Bratislava, October 13, 2016 – Eutelsat Broadband, business unit of Eutelsat, today
announced the launch of a new high-speed satellite Internet service called Tooway Open for
very attractive prices and with unlimited data transfer*, in Slovakia.
Why Open? Because this new service is without limits! Thanks to Tooway Open, customers
and businesses in Slovakia will be able to indulge in unlimited satellite internet access with
speeds varying from 5 to 30 Mbps ** for prices starting from € 14.90.
The service is intended for all customers who are looking for high speed Internet access at a
reasonable price. Customers gain access to the fastest high-speed satellite service in
Europe and will benefit from speeds up to 30 Mbps (download) and up to 6 Mbps (upload)
without any major limiting restrictions.
"Our new service Tooway Open is an ideal solution for small businesses, people working
from home or locations with poor or no terrestrial internet connection. We also confident that
the price which rivals the price of terrestrial connection, will appeal to all," says Marek Hrkeľ,
tooway Slovakia Marketing Manager. "Satellite internet connection is available anywhere in
the country and can solve the issue of problematic or non-existent Internet connection for
many people today," he added.
Open Tooway is easy to set up: it needs a small satellite dish and a modem connected to
your computer to operate. Satellite rental is free*** and customers can either install it
themselves or entrust the installation to one of the authorized distributors of Tooway ™, who
have been trained for the installation by Eutelsat Broadband.
For more information about tooway™ services please visit www.tooway.sk.
* After using up the monthly data limit for individual packets Tooway Open speeds will be limited to the maximum
level up to 3 Mbps for download and up to 1 Mbps (maximum) for upload. Data downloaded during the night
period (so-called Nočná zóna) from 01:00 to 06:00 is not included in the monthly data limit.
** The use of 30 Mbps is possible with the new modem SurfBeam 2+, which will soon be available on the Slovak
market.

*** Rent of Satellite equipment is included in the price in the case of a contracted commitment of 24 months.

